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About the ACP

The Australian Centre for Photography (ACP) is the leading institution in Australia dedicated 

to the art of photography and lens-based media. Since 1974, the ACP has been a creative 

force in the cultural life of Australia, presenting the work of our most dynamic and diverse 

artists. The ACP presented the first major retrospectives of photographs by Max Dupain, 

Olive Cotton and Mervyn Bishop, as well as the early exhibitions of works by Bill Henson, 

William Yang, Tracey Moffatt and Trent Parke.

The ACP holds at its core the vital contribution of artists and photographers in distilling 

and reflecting upon society, displaying a pluralism of perspectives and a breadth of artistic 

practice. Our exhibitions, education and community programs provide opportunities for 

audiences and peers to engage in a dynamic  conversation about the significance of images, 

both past and present, within contemporary culture.

Acknowledgement

The Australian Centre for Photography acknowledges and pays respect to the past,  present 
and future Traditional Custodians and Elders of Country featured in this exhibition and 
across the nation. We celebrate the continuation of cultural, spiritual and educational 
practices of Aborignal and Torres Strait Islander peoples.

Image: Installation view of Maija Tammi Immortal’s Birthday 2017-2020. Image courtesy of Brianna Elton.
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In this Education Resource we offer the opportunity to gain a greater understanding of 

the unique and diverse practices of the group of creatives and their work presented in 

the exhibition. The resource consists of information on the each of the creatives, as well 

as activities and discussion ideas. This learning resource is appropriate for Secondary 

School age students (7-12).  

This learning resource is closely aligned with the Australian Curriculum:  

• The Arts: Media Arts and Visual Arts  

• Humanities and Social Science: Geography, ATSI Histories, Society and Culture 

• Sciences: Biology

• Technologies

From hereon: posthuman, nonhuman, antihuman is an exhibition of creatives who explore 

our place within the contemporary world and the implication of the technologies that 

are rapidly transforming it. Using photography, moving image and imaging technologies 

they have produced innovative music videos, digital simulations and virtual reality to 

speculate on our existence in the near future. 

Image:  Installation view of Hayden Fowler Captive born 2020 and Losing my religion 
2020. Image courtesy of Brianna Elton.

The concepts of posthuman, nonhuman and antihuman challenge the central position 

that humans have assumed in relation to other beings – animal, plant or object. The works 

presented also disrupt traditional understandings of linear time, which has been so closely 

tied to the biological lifespans of the natural world. The virtual realms constructed by 

each of these creatives offer glimpses of the direction of human existence and allows us 

to role play and test different possibilities.

About the Exhibition

About the Learning Resource
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 Why would the curator prefer to use the 
terminology of ‘creative’ rather than ‘artist’? 

What does this say about 
multi-disciplinary practice?

Activities
1. Using three pieces of paper write the words; posthuman, nonhuman, antihuman on 

each in the center.

2. Brainstorm your own understanding of each word, compiling words and images of 

things associated with each.

3. Use a dictionary or Internet to search for the other definitions for each term.

Discussion Ideas 
• How does your definition differ from the formal meaning of the terms. How are they 

similar?

• Why might your definition differ?

• What informed your understanding of these terms?
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BILBIE 
VIRTUAL
LABS



Bilbie Virtual Labs is Australia’s leading First Nations interactive design agency. Its team 

draws on satellite imaging and archival material to reconstruct virtual 3D landscapes that 

present the natural environment as it was prior to western colonization.

Acting as a ‘cultural time machine’, the immersive experience enables the viewer to 

virtually experience the Indigenous cultural heritage of Australia. Their unique works 

enable viewers to move through the native flora and fauna, as well as see how the 

Indigenous communities occupied and moved through the natural landscape. 

Led by Brett Leavy, the team draws on their experience in software and cultural heritage 

management, as well as the knowledge of Elders from across the country, to promote and 

protect the collective knowledge of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people. 

The virtual world of Barani, an Aboriginal word that conveys ‘yesterday’ or ‘long ago’, 

simulates the concept of nonlinear time where the deep history of this continent becomes 

an eternal-present. The simulation is one of several significant geographical sites that 

Bilbie Virtual Labs have reconstructed from across Australia. Compiling information from 

contemporary mapping and aerial photographs, colonial archives and oral histories, Brett 

Leavy’s team revitalise the life and culture of Gadigal people prior to the arrival of HMS 

Endeavour in 1770.

As the cityscape of contemporary Sydney disappears from view, the millennia old Eora 

Country reveals its beauty and power. The renderings of cliffs and beaches, streams and 

forests mirror the knowledge archived within the landscape and situate places of ancestral 

commune. Acting as a memory trigger for the contemporary viewer, Barani also bends our 

perception and passes on to younger generations an understanding of human history.

Barani 2019
digital simulation, with stereo sound
Duration: 4:38 min
Sound: Lewis Parter, ‘Saltwater dreaming’

Bilbie Digital Labs, Still from Barani, 2019. 

We’re trying to build a virtual time machine to 
respectfully represent Indigenous heritage in 

public spaces 
Brett Leavy 

About the Creatives

About the Work
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“

 ”

For Indigenous people, the Dreaming 
does not merely preserve the past. Rather, 

it speaks of eternal becoming. It is the totality 
of Indigenous knowledge and its 

future potential, made alive through both 
its immediate and continuing transmission. 

Stephen Gilchrist 

1. Select a landmark in your area. 

2. Using archives, photographs, books or online resources, create three versions of lthe 

view at different times in history. One as the site as it is today, how it was pre-

colonization and another time during the past 150 years.  

3. These landscapes can be created using a range of different media. For example, you 

could create collages using printed images and photographs, or draw and paint your 

landmark.

• Think about how much the landscape has changed. 

• What natural features have disappeared? 

• What urban features have been created?  

Backyard  Time Machine 

Discussion Ideas



LIAM 
YOUNG 



Australian-born Los Angeles based Liam Young is a ‘speculative architect’, who explores 

near-future possibilities and renders them into digital realities so we can imagine other 

ways of living. Young is also the founder of the think tank Tomorrows Thoughts Today, a 

group which brings together scientists, technologists, futurists, illustrators, designers and 

choreographers. Drawing on the variety of skills and knowledge of the think tank they 

explore the consequences of existing technologies, systems, and networks and the way 

they shape how we live, design our cities and operate as a society. 

Camouflage Choreography is a prototype music video that speculates on a counterculture 

belonging to the near future. The work features an underground movement reacting to 

hegemony that benefits from smart city surveillance technologies and the accumulation of 

personal data. In this work Liam Young, a self-proclaimed speculative architect, continues 

his innovative merging of moving image with Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) sensor

system. Laser-based scanning technologies, like LiDAR, generate big data sets that when 

collated and registered into point clouds create 3D models of objects and environments.

 

In Camouflage Choreography two figures move against the fictive environs of a Chinese-

owned and controlled Detroit Economic Zone (DEZ). They are tracked by autonomous 

eyes – the million sensors linked into an urban network of cameras. In collaboration with 

world renown choreographer Jacob Jonas, Young has developed a series of movements 

that evade the algorithms used in skeleton detection software. The dancers are also 

cloaked in machine vision textiles woven on CNC (computer numeric controlled) mills. 

Both the evasive actions of the bodies and their iridescent silk camouflage scatter the 

light emitted by the scanning technologies to create glitches and distortions in the city-

wide data set.

Camouflage Choreography 2020
Single channel, digital moving image (LiDAR), with sound 
Duration: 4:00 min
Director: Liam Young
Screenplay: Tim Maughan
Live action choreographer: Jacob Jonas
Performing artists: Jacob Jonas The Company, featuring Joy Brown, James Blackston, Miguel Lopez Jorge, 
Emma Rosenzweig-Bock, Mike Tyus and Jill Wilson
Director of photography: Horacio Martinez
LiDAR costume design: Liam Young and Jennifer Chen
Sound: Shigeto, courtesy of Ghostly International, New York; and DJ Stingray, courtesy of Underground 
Resistance, Detroit
Technical lead: Shuruq Tramontini
Technical consultants: Scatter, New York
Post-production: Jacob Falk, Daniele Profeta and Paul Krist
Special thanks: Alexey Marfin
Equipment: Panny Hire, Los Angeles
(Image Left)

About the Creatives

About the Work
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Historically, resistance to existing 
power structures are expressed through 

the body, fashion and music.

1. Choreograph a dance, create the music. How might you move? 

2. Design your clothing using recycled materials to design your own futurist outfit. Is it a 

camouflage against the watchful eyes of the government’s surveillance? 

3. Wearing the clothing, film your dance!   

4. Present your music video to friends and schoolmates as part of an underground film 

festival. 

Move Against The Power!

Discussion Ideas

Consider the statement above.

• Can you think of an example of where a part of society rebelled through fashion and 

music (e.g. 1960s USA or 1970s UK)? 

• What does their image say about the society they were living in?  



TRISTAN 
JALLEH 



TRISTAN 
JALLEH 

Tristan Jalleh is a video artist based in Melbourne and South-east Asia, with Australain 

and Chinese-Malaysian heritage. Self-taught by watching ‘a gazillion YouTube tutorials’, 

Jalleh creates virtual worlds that merge architectural, cinema and video game aesthetics.

His practice is also informed by late 19th and early 20th century cinematic technology, 

such as Rotoscoping, as well as the photographic assemblage of the Dada artist Hannah 

Höch.  

Using his smartphone camera to scan and record the real world, Jalleh then dissects, 

layers, draws and composes elements into his assemblages. Working in Motion 5 to make 

fluid transitions between segments, he uses colour, texture and shifting ambient light 

on surfaces to enhance spatial movement and depth. Jalleh uses other software such 

as Pixelmator, Photoshop, After Effects and Combustion to create worlds that are based 

on predictions and science fiction speculations. By populating his environments with 

recycled and repurposed imagery, he  presents familiar objects in unsettling ways.  

Mnemory Palace II is a merging of two ideas –  a memory technique that can be traced 

back to Greece 2,500 years ago, and the contemporary idea that objects are memory 

triggers. When creating a memory palace in your mind you map a familiar environment, 

like your home, garden or local park, and then place the objects you want to remember 

there. In Mnemory Palace II, Jalleh draws attention to the way our phones have become a 

physical and digitized storehouse of images and sounds that record our lived experiences.

Jalleh presents to the viewer the world as seen from inside a smartphone. This is a 

digitized memory palace, an ‘Apple-fication’ of our memory, that allows us to swipe, 

select and delete memories with the touch of a finger to the screen. 

Mnemory Palace II  2020
Single channel, digital moving image (iPhone, Pixelmator, and Motion 5), with sound
Duration: 3:30 min

(Image left)

About the Works

About the Creative
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Nadir draws on photographs Jalleh took of an abandoned hotel construction near central 

Bangkok. The title refers to astronomy and the point directly below the observers feet. It 

also means the lowest or most unsuccessful point in a situation. 

The work is viewed horizontally, as if standing at the edge of the building. Jagged concrete 

and steel girders are overlayed with the debris ranging from an abandoned shoe and the 

body of a dead shark to the battered surface of a billboard advertising a IPhone. The key 

objects that populate the scene are in decay, or under the threat of elimination. The artist 

says this aesthetic emerges from an appreciation for the ‘constant churn of construction 

and demolition’. 

The environment is absent of living beings suggesting a dystopian future after a catastrophic 

event. By provoking a downward view into this other world, as if falling into an abyss, 

Jalleh creates a feeling of unease in the viewer. 

Nadir  2019
Single channel, digital moving image (iPhone, Pixelmator, and Motion 5), with sound
Duration: 4:20 min
Sound: Corin Ileto

(Imaged above)



w

If you are really trying to tell your own 
story about how you see the world, so much 

of that is based on stories that you do share with 
other people, and other people’s experiences...

I am deliberately drawing on that to try to 
create this assemblage of my own 

personality and identity. 
                                                      Tristan Jalleh

“

”
Create your own cityscape using found images, either from printed photographs or 

sources found online. 

Your collage can be either digitally produced or in hardcopy.   

 Discussion Ideas 

• Why have you chosen these images? 

• What would life be like in this new world? 

• What does your city look like? Is it utopian or dystopian? 

Cityscape Mash Up 



GEORGIE 
ROXBY 
SMITH



GEORGIE 
ROXBY 
SMITH

Georgie Roxby Smith is an Australian creative whose multidisciplinary practice 
explores the relationship between the virtual and the physical world. In her practice, 
Smith draws on a variety of software and tools to create her work, including 3D 
graphics, live performance, shared virtual and gaming spaces, installation and 
projection. Working predominantly with the virtual platform Second Life (launched 
in 2003), Smith is able to create avatars, or virtually rendered self-portraits that 
can be manipulated and customised.  

The digital content from the platform is fused with moving image taken of Smith 
to question gender and identity constructs. Smith has created an interplay using 
glitch aesthetics, so that  the boundaries between the real and the virtual appear 
permeable.  

In IRL <I only exist on the internet>, Smith presents a posthuman self-portrait, an avatar-

self, that inhabits the digitally rendered ‘natural’ landscape. Smith’s idealised slender, 

platinum blonde avatar floats against the backdrop of a radiant blue sky. However, the 

idyllic is interrupted with contrasting footage of the artist taken in real life wearing a 

wig and face smeared with makeup. The real Smith and her avatar are brought together 

through the use of machinima, which fuses real-time computer graphics (taken from 

Second Life) with cinematic production.  

The acronym IRL means In Real Life. Presenting both the digital-self and the real-self 

within a virtual world highlights the escapism inherent to gaming platforms like Second 

Life. This is a place were one can have control and life can be different. However, the 

limits of a digital existence are made obvious when the avatar moves too close to the 

screen. As her facial renderings give way the avatar’s teeth, gum and jaw are exposed 

challenging the idea of virtual immortality. 

IRL <I only exist on the internet>  2020
Single channel, digital moving image (found footage of self, online game performance machinima), with 
sound
Duration: 5:00 min

(Image left)

About the Creative

About the Work
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The interfaces that lead us into cyberspace 
prove that one cannot detach technology from 

desire. Digital technologies promise to transcend 
familiar reality and to connect us to the paradise 
that reality has taken from us... What we cannot 

have in reality, we can have via the fantasy screen. 
As a “consensual hallucination” cyberspace would 

be the utopic, new ideal world. 
                                                Andre Nusselder 

“

”

Discussion Ideas

• When you create your avatars for videogames (e.g. Animal Farm, Sims, Minecraft) 

what choices do you make when designing your characters, why?  

Welcome to Second Life, an open world digital platform where you can be anything! To 

begin please design your avatar.  

On an A4 piece of paper take 10 mins to draw your own avatar – there are no rules!  

Share your creation with a friend or colleague.

Ask yourselves the following:  

• Is your avatar realistic, a self-portrait? 

• Or someone/something imaginary?  

• Are their similarities between your drawing and your friends?  

• Explain your creation, why have you made particular artistic decisions? 

Avatar Builder



MAIJA 
TAMMI 



Maija Tammi was born and lives in Finland. Before becoming an artist, she worked 
as a photojournalist. Tammi has a keen interest in the dual role of photography 
as a medium for recording and communicating ideas around science and art. 
Particularly she utilises the medium of photography, film and multimedia to 
explore topics around disgust, fascination, biology and aesthetics.

Tammi’s series of works – photographs, a short film and a photobook – are an 
investigation into the peculiar nature of the freshwater polyp, Hydra vulgaris.  
Using microscopic imaging we get a close up view of the organism that has baffled 
biologists over the centuries. Discovered in the 18th century, biologists were 
unsure whether the hydra could be considered a plant or animal. It has the ability 
to reproduce asexually, sexually as well divide itself into singular cells and reform 
into a fully functioning organism has made it difficult to categorise. it also eats 
without a mouth, hunts, and moves.   

Curiously, the Hydra is immortal, it does not age. In the film The Problem of the 
Hydra, Tammi compares the lifespans of various species, such as the tortoise, 
human and this microscopic freshwater organism. to challenge our understanding 
of biological time. in doing so Tammi, asks us to rethink the brief time of human 
of existence within the continuum of biological life on this planet.

The Problem of the Hydra 2017-2020
Single channel, digital moving image, with sound 
Duration: 9:40 mins
Sound design: Charles Quevillon
Voice by Ava Grayson

Example 1 of a moderately quickly aging species 2020 (image right)
Example 2 of a very quickly aging species 2020
Example 1 of a very quickly aging species 2020
Example of a non-aging species 2020 (image left)
Example 2 of a moderately quickly aging species 2020
Inkjet prints on backlit film, light boxes

Maija TAMMI and Ville TIETAVAINEN
Immortal: lost memoirs of Cornelia Dulac concerning the freshwater polyp Hydra.
Aalto, Finland: Aalto ARTS Books, 2020

About the Works

About the Creative
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The secret of the hydra’s immortality is just a question of time. 
It will be discovered. Time is also a problem though, as we are 
a quick-species, quickies, living only some eighty plus years, 
which makes us ill-equipped to research a non-aging species. 

It would be like a fruit fly examining us. More than twenty 
generations might be dead before a human even walk.   

Cornelia Dulac

“

”
Like Maija Tammi, you can explore and research a group of species and see how the 

length of the human life cycle compares to theirs. Present your findings visually, 

include pictures of the group of organisms you have choosen, as well as a graph that 

compares the length of their life cycles.  

1. Select five different species (e.g. ant, tortoise) along with the human

2. Research the different stages in their life cycles (e.g reproductive maturity, 

gestation and death)  

3. On an A3 piece of paper draw a graph (or any visual representation) of the 

comparative lengths these stages. 

Discussion Ideas

• How do they stack up against one another? 

• How might the length of their life cycle shape their understanding of time? 

Life Cycle Diorama



HAYDEN
FOWLER 



Hayden Fowler is a New Zealand creative  based in Berlin and Sydney. His practice is 

informed by his background in ecology and animal behaviour as well as his interest in 

Natural History, Science Fiction, Zoology and Romanticism. In particular, Fowler creates 

futuristic sets and dioramas ranging from pristine hermetic interiors to post-apocalyptic 

landscapes. He utilises a range of natural and synthetic materials as well as software, 

photography and video to present these virtual and real environments to life. With 

familiar elements of a zoo exhibit, his work is an investigation into the manner in which 

humans have harnessed technology and how this has shaped our relationship with the 

natural world. In light of mounting ecological catastrophes, Fowler questions our very 

existence as well as the shifting boundaries of the definition of nature and the natural.

In the works Captive born and Losing my religion, Hayden Fowler explores the existent 

and alternative connections between industrialised humanity and the natural world. 

In an effort to dismantle historic and systemic power structures the artist produces 

poetic, ritual-based performances that re-imagine and model the future. Underlying 

Fowler’s practice are ideas relevant to this age of the Anthropocene that promote social 

transformation, such as inter-species and human-geological relationships.

In Captive born, an Australian dingo is confined within an antiquated zoo exhibit. This 

intelligent creature is a metaphor for contemporary humanity alienated from nature. 

The dingo also acts as a living gateway to a vanishing but still remembered wildness. 

Untouched and undiminished by human domestication the dingo retains its instincts, 

which connect it to an ancestry and spirit of a much deeper past. The enclosure refers to 

the more recent history of human domination and expansion, symbolised in botanical and 

zoological collections that are faded remnants in the Enlightenment era. Isolated within 

its concrete habitat, the animal’s gaze communicates a resistance to be under human 

control.

The artist has hand-sewn into the coarse material of vintage army blankets the words 

‘Losing my religion’. The blankets are patched together to a size suggestive of the human 

body alluding to our rudimentary need for warmth and comfort. In pairing Losing my 

religion with Captive born, the work is expressive of the artist’s spiritual relationship to 

the natural world.

Captive born 2020
Single channel, digital moving image
Duration: 10:00 min
Losing my religion 2020 Hand stitched, army blankets
(Image Left)

Losing my religion  2020 
Hand stitched, army blankets

About the Works

About the Creative
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All my works are a fragment of some kind of bigger 
narrative. Part of the way I do that is to condense 
all these histories together. There are elements 

in there of the Paleolithic and elements of the post-
apocalyptic, futuristic, and everything in between 

and seeing human history as one, mashing it 
up and seeing it as one thing 

                                              Hayden Fowler 

“

”
1. Take your camera outside and capture a scene, or natural landscape 

2. Using Photoshop, or the editing feature on your phone or computer, experiment with 

different digital effects to transform your image. 

3. Use your digitally altered image as the backdrop to your futuristic zoo enclosure. 

Placing images of animals within the new environment. 

 Discussion Ideas 

• Did the process of developing your own zoo enclosure change your perspective of the 

natural landscape? How? 

• How do you think technology changes the way we experience or relate to nature?

Futuristic Zoo Enclosure



TULLY 
ARNOT & 
JOSH 
HARLE 



Arnot’s work has focussed on the emergent field of plant robotics and cognition, and how 

technology mediates our relationship with the natural world. This practice investigates 

the tensions between the organic and digital spheres, and the blurring boundaries as 

symbiotic relationships develop between these worlds.

Dr Josh Harle is a multidisciplinary researcher and new media artist with a background 

in Computer Science, Philosophy, and Fine Arts. His work takes established and emerging 

capture technologies (e.g. laser scanning, photogrammetry, drone image-capture) and 

re-appropriates them as expressive mediums, altering their outcomes to introduce an 

affective element normally absent. Harle is a Visiting Fellow at UNSW Art & Design, and 

the director of the Tactical Space Lab.

Arnot and Harle have worked together in a number of contexts, both collaborative and 

consultative. Their practice explores the effect contemporary technology has on human 

relationships, by looking at the isolating nature of our increasingly connected, but 

ultimately disconnected world.

In Posthumous, Tully Arnot + Josh Harle continue the conversational nature of their 

collaborative practice within the virtual landscapes of the video game Arizona Sunshine. 

The artists navigate an after-human world overrun by zombies, exploring the flora and 

fauna and sharing their observations. The virtual performance of the co-players engages 

glitchy, yet expressive, motion-tracked avatars who meander along hiking routes within 

the desert landscape. Endless zombie attacks are interspersed with quiet moments of 

contemplation on the mountain trails.

As they negotiate the spaces of the game, they discuss philosophical, ecological and 

technological concepts of post-humanism. Harle reflects on the social and political 

implications of emerging technologies, and our encounter with the real world through 

them. While Arnot draws on his interests in human extinction, non-human perception and 

non-dual experiences gained through meditation.

As the title suggests, the avatars and zombies alike inevitably die only to arise again and 

again. Posthumous hints at the legacy of the human species and the global effects that 

will continue to resonate after we are gone. Arnot + Harle also pose the question: are we 

already posthuman, or at least beyond the point of no return.

Posthumous 2020
Virtual reality, performance lecture, with sound. Duration: 58 min

About the Works

About the Creative
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Physical distance has been abolished but that 

doesn’t necessarily bring us closer together. 
                                                     Josh Harle

“

”
Like Arnot and Harle, you too can collaborate to create something new! 

Every game world is governed by a particular set of rules that shape how the players 

interact. Now its your turn to take charge. 

1. Create a set of rules which could apply to a video game. These should be statements 

that outline what is, or not, allowed. (e.g. must be set in a natural envirionment, or 

players aren’t able to run)

2. Swap these set of rules with another person, and using the rules write the concept 

for your own video game. 

3. Create a storyboard of your video game using photographs and found images to 

illustrate the virtual world you have created (within the restrictions of the rules) 

Discussion Ideas

• How have the rules impacted on your creative process? 

• Were you able to hack the system and create something new?

It Takes Two
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Posthuman - Is a concept originating in the fields 

of science fiction, futurology, contemporary art, 

and philosophy that refers to a person, or entity, 

existing in a state beyond being human (e.g. an 

avatar)

Nonhuman - is associated with the philosophical 

movement of Object Orientated Ontology. The 

concept explores the reality, agency and ‘private 

lives’ of nonhuman entities (e.g. plants, animals 

or object). The concept rejects the human-centric 

ways of thinking about, and acting in, the world

Antihuman - Is a philosophical movement that 

emerged in oposition to the beliefs, principles or 

assumptions of Humanism. It also refers to the

shift away from human labour towards independent 

technologies that don’t require human operation 

(e.g. bio-scanning, LiDAr and AI generated imagery)



Aesthetics - The formal study of art, especially inn relation to the idea of beauty  
Archive - Acting or being against humanity  
Augmented Reality - A work of art made by grouping together found or unrelated objects 
Avatar - An image that represents you in online games, chat room, etc that you can move around the 
screen  
Camouflage - Something that is meant to hide something, or behaviour that is intended to hide the truth 
Choreograph - To plan the combination of movements to be performed in a dance 
Collaboration - To work with someone else for a special purpose  
Colonisation - The action or process of settling among and estabishing control over the indigenous 
people of an area  
Consensual - With the will agreement of all the peoople involved  
Counterculture - A way of life and a set of ideas that are completely different from those accepted by 
most of society, or the group of people who live this way  
Cyberspace - The internet considered as an imaginary area without limits where you can meet people and 
discover information about any subject 
Dilapidated - Old and in poor condition  
Eluded - Escape from or avoid, typically in a skillful or cunning way 
Erosion -The weaking or damage done to something by a series of gradual losses 
Escapism - A way of avoiding an unpleasant or boring life, especially by thinking, reading, etc. about more 
exciting but impossible activities  
Fallible - Able or likely to make mistakes or not work in a satisfactory way 
Hallucination - An experience in which you see, hear, feel or smell something that does not exist, usually 
because you are ill or have taken a drug 
Heritage - Features belonging to the culture of a particular society, such as traditions, languages, or build-
ings, that were created in the past and still have historical importance 
Hybrid - Something that is a mixture of two very different things 
Hypothetical - Imagined or suggested but not necessarily real or true 
Idyllic - An idyllic place or experience is extremely pleasant, beautiful or peaceful 
LiDAR - Is a method for measuring distances (ranging) by illuminating the target with laser light and 
measuring the reflection with a sensor  
Machinima - Is the use of real-time computer graphics engines to create a cinematic production 
Multidisciplinary - Combining or involving several academic disciplines or professional specialisations in an 
approach to a topic or problem 
Precipice - A very steep side of a cliff or a mountain 
Proliferation - To increase a lot and suddenly in number 
Prototype - The first example of something, such as a machine or other industrial product, from which all 
later forms are developed 
Rotoscoping - Is an animation technique that animators use to trace over motion picture footage, frame 
by frame, to produce realistic action 
Simulation - A situation or event that seems real but is not real, used especially in order to help people 
deal with such situations  
Speculate - To guess possible answers to a question when you do not have enough information to be certain  
Surveillance - The careful watching of a peson or place, especially by the police or army, because of a 
crime that has happened or is expected  
Think Tank - A body of experts providing advice and ideas on specific political or economic 
problems 
Transmission - The process of passing something from one person or place to another 
Uncanny - Strange or mysterious, especially in an unsettling way 
Vertigo - A feeling of spinning around and being unable to balance
Virtual - Not physically existing as such but made by software to appear to do so
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For more information on the exhibition and the artists, 
please go to: acp.org.au

@acp.photo

19-21 Foley Street 
Darlinghurst, NSW 2010

E info@acp.org.au
T +61 2 9332 0555

ACP Project Space Gallery

Tuesday to Friday 10am - 5pm
Saturday 12 - 4pm

Closed public holidays. Free entry


